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Inspirational lyric: "Take it from a man that loves what you got Regardless, the line is simply the pinnacle of
pimpology. Then, immediately after, he cleverly uses the ironic slang term for Xanax pills bars to enrich his
commentary about his relationship with the drug, as a prisoner. Tyga - 'Bedrock'. But you gotta get up and go
and think of better things. The juxtaposition of this poverty with the image of Big indulging in fine champagne
when water would suffice presents the full picture of a made man. Part of the power of the line comes from its
brevity; it comes at you so fast, it hits you like a blow to the face. In only two lines, Kanye's cousin moves
from childhood to prison. He falls into his own words -- like a trip down the rabbit hole that won't release you
until he reaches the elusive epiphany. Kanye West, 'Monster' Nicki Minaj verse. Inspirational lyrics: "If I
woke up tomorrow All the lyrics you write on RapPad can be exported in one click and you always control
who can view your songs with different privacy settings. Sexist though it may be, you gotta give Ice-T props
for marginalizing women in the most efficient way possible, and, yes, you gotta give Jay-Z props for bringing
sexist back -- and Rick Rubin for that beat god damn! Best rap quotes and lyrics about life, love and success 1.
Inspirational lyric: "Reach for the stars so if you fall Rick Ross, 'Self Made'. A new way to write lyrics Write
better lyrics and improve your writing skills RapPad combines a bunch of language tools that help you analyze
and write lyrics like never before. While your reputation is what others merely think you are. Keep reading for
the full countdown to see which rhymes struck as some of the best of all time. You can sync your lyrics with
your song beat or recording so the words are highlighted as the beat plays. It then uses these metrics to give
your rap an overall grade. To be sure, the line is cruel and unsympathetic, but Hopsin's never been one for
sparing feelings.


